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EUROCITIES?

The network of major European cities
- Political network
- Representing cities in Brussels
- Knowledge society forum meetings (3/year)
- Projects and initiatives

...working with principles and objectives
EUROCITIES?

- Statements & positions on smart cities, open data & data economy, cybersecurity, standardisation

- Green Digital Charter
- CITYkeys (ETSI TS 103 463)
- Sharing cities
- MoU on urban platforms
- Synchronicity & OASC
- CEN/CENELEC/ETSI
Principles, objectives and trends

- Objectives first
  - Problem-solving not technology-adopting approach
- Business models and... PCP, PPI, PPP
- Some degree of locality - scaling-up and replicability?
- Infrastructure
  - Deployment, ownership, coverage/inclusion
- Transition/legacy systems and processes
- Openness/interoperability
- Data management
  - Privacy by design
  - Security by design
  - Ownership, storage, monetisation/valorisation
Thank you!
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